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Elusive bugs are difficult to observe and to reproduce. They are often
caused by non-deterministic or unexpected events, inputs or computations. To
track elusive bugs, it is necessary to narrow down the scope of the bug investigation. This helps reproducing and observing very specific aspects of the program’s
state and behavior. In object-oriented programs, it often comes down to finding
and debugging specific objects. However, some objects are particularly hard to
find. Typical hard cases are finding a temporary object or a single particular instance of a given class. This is the case when debugging UI elements, or programs
with non-deterministic state. This capability of identifying objects of interest is
crucial to the debugging of objects. Yet, debuggers addressing this problem only
provide manual or limited ways to find such objects.
In this paper we present Object Miners: a non-intrusive object-centric debugging approach for acquiring, capturing and replaying objects. We show how the
miners acquire objects at run time from the sub-results of an instrumented expression. Miners capture objects with their execution context and replay them to
freeze strategic parts of the execution, eliminating non-determinism. We present
a Pharo implementation of Object Miners along with a performance and memory
overhead evaluation. We present a debugger built on top of Object Miners, and
demonstrate through a series of examples how the application of Object Miners
facilitates the tracking of elusive bugs. These examples include the fixing of a
non-deterministic bug in an IOT application, tooling support for object-centric
debugging, and the tracking of a bug in a real-world program.
Abstract

1

Introduction

Debugging elusive bugs is an underestimated challenge. An elusive bug is difficult to reproduce, to observe and thus difficult to understand and to fix. Those bugs elude developers and often manifest themselves in symptoms distant from their root cause [Eis97].
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They are due to non-deterministic computation [Zel09] or unpredictable or unforeseen program behavior [Knu89]. This is the case of bugs which only appear in production environments [Aga02, GT07, MPGB18]. The literature reports elusive bugs under different forms.
Stealth-bugs [Eis97] are observable only after other computations have consumed their source.
Causes of the bug are hard to track, as faulty objects are no longer available. Surprise scenarios [Knu89] are dormant bugs in the program and developers do not even suspect their source.
These unexpected bugs are often due to an unforeseen or misunderstood behavior of the
program. Non-deterministic inputs or computations add to the difficulty, as their reproduction
cannot be guaranteed [SB17, Sch17, GT07]. Other bugs known as Mandelbugs [GT07] only
appear after a non-deterministic period of time. Developers must not miss these bugs when
they happen, or they will have to wait for their next occurrence.
These bugs are hard to reproduce outside of the context in which they appear. The traditional stop-instrument-restart debugging cycle [Aga02, Zel09, Spi18] hinders the reproduction
of elusive bugs as it results in the loss of execution contexts. Therefore, to understand elusive
bugs we need systematic means to reproduce their manifestation contexts.
In object-oriented programs, the root cause of a bug can hide inside one single object among
many instances of the same class [LHS99,HJJ93]. In addition to coping with non-deterministic
aspects and unpredictable behaviors, we have to narrow down the scope of the debugging
investigation to the level of objects. Object-centric debugging in general allows developers to
debug one specific instance without affecting other instances of the same class. Object-centric
breakpoints break the execution when one chosen instance receives a particular message or
when its state is modified [LHS99,RBN12,Cor16]. Object-centric instrumentation changes the
behavior of specific instances through code adaptation [HJJ93, RC02, Kee04, RDT08, Tai17].
While object-centric debugging is appealing, it does not offer any practical means to
obtain objects for instrumentation or observation. Objects must be found manually either
through program inspection using breakpoints [RBN12, Cor16] or through manual selection in
a dedicated graphical tool [KC03, Tai17, FLHT15]. In practice, some objects are difficult to
acquire: objects stored in temporary variables, objects returned by a particular execution of
a given expression, sub-results of that expression’s execution, or objects whose existence in
time and space is non-deterministic.
In this paper we present Object Miners, a complementary approach to object-centric
debugging. An object miner instruments a target expression to acquire and capture objects
returned by the execution of that expression and its sub-expressions. Captured objects are
recorded following different strategies (reference or copy) to be used afterwards. User-defined
code specifies capture conditions or post-capture actions. Captured objects from a particular
(sub-)expression execution can be set as replay objects. Future executions of that (sub)expression will then systematically return the replay object and remove uncertainty due to
non-deterministic computations. In addition, the instrumentation is non-intrusive in the sense
that it does not rewrite the original source code, nor pose design constraints. The solution and
its implementation presented in this paper are currently limited to non-concurrent programs.
Object Miners help in the investigation of elusive bugs by providing systematic ways to
obtain and replay specific objects for debugging. The approach also adds new support for
object-centric debuggers to automatically apply object-centric instrumentation (e.g., breakpoints) to captured objects. Therefore, in this paper, we present the following contributions:
1. We identify specific cases of objects of interest which are difficult to obtain using
conventional debugging tools in the context of elusive bugs.
2. We define the Object Miners approach as a dynamic, non-intrusive instrumentation of
the abstract syntax tree representation of target expressions.
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3. We demonstrate the feasibility and the benefits of the approach for the debugging of
elusive bugs. We present a Pharo [BDN+ 09] implementation of Object Miners with a
debugger.
In the following, Section 2 describes the difficulties of finding specific objects for debugging. We illustrate the impracticability of traditional debugging tools through an example
of an elusive bug in a IOT application. Section 3 presents the Object Miners approach, its
definition, its API and its debugger, whose application is illustrated on a series of examples in
Section 4. An implementation is presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents an evaluation of
our implementation regarding performance and memory consumption We study related work
in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

2

Challenge: tracking objects to debug elusive bugs

In this section, we present a motivating example illustrating the challenges that developers face
when confronted with elusive bugs. We summarize the limitations of breakpoints in regards to
this motivation, then we describe the difficulties of identifying objects to debug.

2.1

Motivating example: The Sensor Monitoring App

Let us consider the Sensor Monitoring App [MBC+ 17], a single-threaded Pharo IOT application deployed on a Raspberry Pi1 , in which there is an unpredictable sensor reading bug.
This version of the application uses four temperature sensors to monitor the temperature of the
environment where the device is deployed. Sensors 1 and 2 monitor the temperature of one
environment, while sensors 3 and 4 monitor another environment. Temperatures measured for
the same environment vary slightly, due to the imprecision of sensors. Figure 1 shows two
screenshots of the application taken at different moments. We observe that the temperature
measured by sensor 1 drops from about 32 degrees to 0, while sensor 2 continuously measures
a temperature close to 32 degrees. This problem happens randomly from time to time, and
cannot be manually reproduced.

Figure 1 – Abnormal sensor reading fluctuation in the Sensor Monitoring App. The different win-

dows show sensor readings at two different times. Sensor 1 view shows a temperature randomly
dropping from ∼32 to 0.

Excerpts of application code are shown in Listing 1. The UI uses an instance of SensorMonitor class to query sensor data and display it (Figure 1). This is done in method sensorSweep
(line 1-2) where a loop iterates over the sensors. Sensor objects are instances of class GenericSensor, which models a physical sensor. The readTemperature method (line 4) performs a
1 https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-b/
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sensor reading (self basicRead) which returns an object encapsulating low-level data recovered
from the sensor. That sensor reading object is passed to the computeTemperature: method
(line 7-11) which computes the temperature from low-level data according to the sensor
specifications. A guard prevents erratic values to be considered in the computation (line 8).
The returned temperature is the maximum between 0 and the computed temperature, using the
max: method (line 5)2 .
1
2

SensorMonitor >> sensorSweep
↑ sensors collect: [ :sensor | sensor readTemperature printString ]

3
4
5

GenericSensor >> readTemperature
↑ ((self computeTemperature: self basicRead) max: 0) round: 2

6
7
8
9
10
11

GenericSensor >> computeTemperature: sensorReading
sensorReading rawValue = Float nan
ifTrue: [ ↑ SensorReadingNaNErrorValue new ].
↑ sensorReading rawValue * sensorReading maxVoltage
/ sensorReading maxAnalogValue + sensorReading analogValueDelta
Listing 1 – Sensor Monitoring App simplified sensor model3

It seems the max: method returns 0 for some of the sensor readings, but we do not know
which. It could be a sensor reading of 0, but this is suspicious because sensor 2 measures a
temperature of ∼32 o C in the same environment (Figure 1).
The problem is that the max: method is called in an expression (line 5) whose execution
uses intermediate objects computed from the execution of sub-expressions. Those intermediate
objects are pushed on the context value stack4 when they are created and popped off when
they are used. This is what happens when line 5 is executed when stepping in a debugger:
1. self basicRead is executed and returns a sensor reading object that is pushed on the stack.
2. self computeTemperature: self basicRead is executed, and uses as argument the sensor
object created at 1., that is popped from the stack. The result is pushed on the stack.
3. The literal 0 is pushed on the stack.
4. (self computeTemperature: self basicRead) max: 0) is executed, using as arguments the
object created at 2. and the literal 0. Those objects are popped from the stack.
When the execution of the max: method (point 4.) returns an erratic value, all intermediate
objects are no longer accessible because they have been popped from the stack. In addition,
2 The max: method returns the maximum value between the receiver and the parameter of the method.
3 For readers unfamiliar with the Pharo/Smalltalk syntax, a comparison with Java-like syntax:

• The message-send notation uses spaces instead of dots:
sensor readTemperature printString is equivalent to sensor.readTemperature().printString().
• Arguments are specified by colons, without parenthesis:
self computeTemperature: 0 is equivalent to this.computeTemperature(0).
• The up arrow ↑ is the return keyword: ↑ sensorReading is equivalent to return sensorReading;.
• Square brackets [ ] delimit lexical closures.
4 In other languages, a context might be named a frame. The value stack is used for operands or methods’ return
value. E.g., in Java, its equivalent is the frame operand stack.
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one of the intermediate objects is returned from a non-deterministic computation (the sensor
reading). Therefore the troublesome value cannot be reproduced on demand.
This non-deterministic aspect and the impossibility to access all related contextual data
make this bug elusive.

2.2

Limitations of traditional tools to track objects

In the following, we identify limitations of logging and breakpoints regarding elusive bugs
such as the one described in Section 2.1. These limitations make it hard to track objects,
either because breakpoints and logging are impractical or difficult to use. We illustrate these
limitations with the example Sensor Monitoring App described in Section 2.1.
Impracticality of breakpoints within loops. When put within a loop, a breakpoint halts the
execution at each loop iteration. This is impractical if the loop has many iterations. We
have to manually proceed the execution until the program stops in a context of interest
for the on-going bug investigation. This is the case for methods called from within the
loop in Listing 1 (line 2). Conditional breakpoints solve this problem if conditions for
halting in the right context are known, and if these conditions can be expressed.
Difficulty of expressing conditions. Expressing conditions on an object with a complex state
is hard and error prone. This leads to false positives, i.e., inconvenient execution breaks
or logging noise due to contexts or objects matching imprecise conditions. For instance,
it is possible to halt in the max: method (called at line 5 of Listing 1) when it is about to
return 0. But this method implements a mathematical function used by lots of different
objects (e.g., graphical objects). It will halt every time that condition is satisfied: for
other sensor instances and for other call sites such as in the application’s GUI.
Tracking modifications of an object’s state. While tracking a bug, it is sometimes interesting to track modifications of an object’s instance variable. We can put a breakpoint at
every site in the source code where that variable is modified. We also need a condition
to check if the current object modifying the variable is the object we are monitoring. To
ease this process, we can use the object-centric haltOnWrite [RBN12] breakpoint, which
breaks the execution when a particular state of a target object is written. However, we
need to find that target object first before applying the haltOnWrite breakpoint.
Non-determinism and loss of context. We can observe the symptoms of a bug with logging
or by halting the execution. However, if the source of the bug is a non-deterministic
computation, its reproduction cannot be guaranteed. This is the case in Listing 1 (line
5) where a computation uses the result of a sensor reading. There is no basis to refine
logging or breakpoints’ conditions to narrow down the observation scope of the bug.
Debuggers must provide systematic ways to cope with non-deterministic computations.

2.3

Difficulties of tracking objects of interest

Some objects are particularly hard to track when investigating elusive bugs. These objects are
difficult to access from outside their context and are inaccessible when this context is passed.
Temporary objects. Temporary objects are tedious to track because they only exist for a
very limited amount of time. Typically, such objects are referenced by temporary variables,
objects instantiated within a local scope, and instance variables of these latter objects.
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Anonymous objects. Anonymous (or non-aliased) objects are returned from a method and
immediately used in another computation without being stored. Such objects are operands
or method calls return value stored on a value (or operand) stack. When they are used, they
are popped off that stack and references to those objects are lost in the current execution
scope. This is typical of objects created or modified within expressions composed of multiple
sub-expressions, such as the example depicted in Section 2.1. Developers need to track
intermediate objects returned by the execution of expressions and their sub-expressions. This
is a particular case of the temporary object problem described above.

3

Object Miners: acquire, capture and replay objects

Object Miners are instrumentation of program expressions that capture objects and their
execution context (i.e., the call stack) from those expressions and their sub-expressions.
Miners access and manipulate the execution stack to capture objects. They provide access
to the target expression’s execution context to express capture conditions. If configured so,
they record the captured objects from an expression and provide a history of that expression’s
execution. Finally, they are able to freeze the computation of a particular (sub-)expression to
eliminate non-determinism by configuring an object as a replay.
In this section, we define Object Miners through a structural and a run-time description of
the instrumentation. We illustrate the Object Miners debugger that implements the solution.

3.1

Object Miners in a nutshell

An object miner is a first-class object that instruments expressions and their sub-expressions
and records the returned objects from the execution of those (sub-)expressions. Installation and
configuration of object miners can be anticipated or performed on the fly5 at run time. As an
illustration, we revisit the code from Listing 1 with an example of object miner instrumentation.
Acquiring objects. It is the process of accessing objects during run time. Objects are acquired if they are accessible by a miner at the moment when they are returned by instrumented
expressions and their sub-expressions.
In the following, we find the readTemperature method object (line 1) and the abstract syntax
tree (AST) representing the first expression within the body of that method (line 2). We install
a miner on that expression’s AST (line 3): this miner will acquire all objects returned by the
execution of that expression.
1
2
3

method := (GenericSensor lookupSelector: #readTemperature).
expressionAST:= method ast statements first.
miner := ObjectMiner reachFromAST: expressionAST

Capturing objects. Object capture is the process of recording an acquired object. Object
Miners store references to captured objects in a global variable. These objects are always
accessible, during or after run time.
In the following, we configure our miner to capture objects returned by sub-expressions’
execution (line 1). We set a capture condition (line 3) which is a string with source code.
Within this condition we access the reified value of the acquired object.
5

On the fly: when instrumentation is designed, implemented and applied without restarting the execution.
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miner recordIntermediateObjects: true.
miner setCondition: ’value = 0’

Interacting with objects. Interaction with captured objects is three-fold. First, user-defined
actions are executed when an object is captured. In the following, we just log the object.
1

miner setAction: ’value crLog’

Second, captured objects are accessible from the miner’s history. Objects are stored along
with the AST representing the expression from which execution they were acquired. We access
below the object captured during the last execution of the instrumented expression.
1

lastCapturedObject := miner getHistory last object

Third, any object can be configured as a replay object for an instrumented expression (or
one of its sub-expression). In the following, we configure the last captured object as a replay
for the expression represented by expressionAST. Future executions of that expression are
frozen, and will always return 0. Acquiring and capturing objects are disabled during replay.
1

miner replayObject: lastCapturedObject for: expressionAST

3.2

Structural definition of Object Miners

Instances of the ObjectMiner class define and apply mining instrumentation. We call them the
miners. Miners are characterized by a miningPoint, a replayPoint, a guard and an action.
Mining point. The mining point is a language construct from which a miner will capture
objects at run time. Objects are captured by harvesting the program’s execution stack. A
mining point is either a local variable, a method parameter, an attribute or an expression.
In the case of an expression, a miner has a single mining point which captures objects
returned by the evaluation of this expression. In all other cases (variables, parameters,
attributes) mining points span all related assignments and reads (or message sends for
attributes). E.g., a miner installed on an attribute captures the object referenced by that
attribute each time it is read and/or written.
Replay point. At some point in time, a miner may define one of its captured objects as a
replay object. All mining points for this miner are frozen. The mining point from
which the selected object was captured becomes a replay point. Each time the replay
point is reached during execution, the expression or variable, assignment or parameter
read/write execution is skipped. The object configured as replay is returned instead (i.e.,
pushed on the program’s execution stack), and the execution continues. Object capture
for a miner in replay mode is stopped until replay is deactivated.
Guards and actions. The guard and the action are user-defined expressions. The guard is
evaluated when the execution reaches a mining point and the miner is about to capture
an object. If this condition evaluates to true then the object is captured. Otherwise the
object is not captured and the execution continues. A guard can also be configured for a
replay point. Replay is only active when the guard’s conditions are satisfied or when
there is no guard. Otherwise, the program executes normally. If an object is captured
and an action is defined, then the action is performed just after the capture.
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Record/replay at a mining point

The instrumentation applied by a miner on its mining points is composed of an abstract syntax
tree (AST) representation of the mining point and a data structure to store objects captured
at run time. An object miner targeting a specific expression in a method’s source code is
illustrated in Figure 2 and described below.

Figure 2 – A miner targeting an expression (its mining point) in a method’s source code. The miner

works on an AST representation of its mining points, to which is associated data captured at run
time. The data is a stack composed of a unique capture identifier associated to the captured object.

AST representation. The mining point is the expression: Random new next + 1 (bordered in
dashes) in a method named method. Miners use the AST representation of their mining
points to record from which AST node (i.e., which expression) objects are captured.
Each mining point owns an AST representing the instrumented entity and an associated
stack that holds data structures storing the captured objects.
Data structure. Each object capture is composed of a unique capture identifier (cid) and
an array of captured data. The identifier is a tag differentiating the captures. The
array contains raw data with the captured object, the node from which execution it was
captured, and optional data reified from the execution context.
Figure 3 illustrates a detailed object capture based on the example of Figure 2. When
a mining point is executed, each sub-result is temporarily captured following the execution
order in an object stack (sub-figure 1-4)6 . When the last object is captured (sub-figure 5),
corresponding to the object returned by the execution of the mining point, the capture algorithm
is executed (sub-figure 6).
Figure 4 illustrates the replay of a captured object after some captures as depicted in the
example of Figure 3. A replay is configured by selecting a captured object in the stack of
captured data. This captured object becomes a replay object. This replay object may be a
capture from any of the sub-expressions of the instrumented expression. In this illustration,
the object captured from the random number generation is set as replay. When the replay
is configured, the mining is temporarily deactivated and the execution of the particular subexpression from which the object was captured is frozen. For the subsequent executions this
sub-expression will always return the replay object. The miner is configured to either skip or
to execute the sub-expression before replacing the returned object by that replay object.
6

In this example, Random is a class to which the #new message is sent. The result is an instance of Random,
referred to as aRandom.
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Figure 3 – Detailed object capture from an instrumented expression. Sub-results of the instrumented

expression are captured in execution order (1-4). Then the object returned by the overall expression’s execution is captured (5). The final capture is performed by the capture algorithm (6).

frozen: always returns 0.52
value := Random new next + 1.

1.52
1

replay
0.52
1 - skip or exec node
2 - return replay object aRandom

select capture...

Random

cid

...

captured data

Figure 4 – Replaying a captured object from the capture stack. The object was captured from the subexpression Random new next. The replay freezes this expression’s execution. Future executions
will skip the sub-expression then return the replay object (here the float 0.52).

3.4

Object Miners debugger

In this section we describe the Pharo Object Miners debugger on the Sensor Monitoring App
example, described in Section 2.1. This debugger is implemented on top of the Object Miners
API7 . This API specifies how to reach objects (i.e., install miners), how to capture objects
and how to interact with miners (user-defined actions, replay). It is also an implementation
guide that expresses support needed to use the miners in practice (e.g., to implement tools).
For instance, a miner will only store raw data. The API defines an entry point to access key
elements in the data structure storing captured objects. The responsibility to use the API as a
specification or as a concrete implementation guide falls to the developer.
Installing a miner to capture raw sensor reading values. Miner installation is available
through a contextual menu integrated in the Pharo class browser. To install a miner, we
7 The

full API is detailed online: https://github.com/ClotildeToullec/ObjectMiners
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select the expression in the source code from which objects will be mined (Figure 5). Three
mining options are available: mining instance variables, mining temporary variables, and
mining anonymous objects. We select the anonymous objects option to mine objects from
the expression returning the maximum value between 0 and the computed temperature from
sensors low level readings.

Figure 5 – Contextual menu in the Pharo class browser to install object miners on the expression

producing sensor reading values.

Configuration of the miner. Once a mining option has been chosen for the selected expression (Figure 5), a configuration window opens (Figure 6):
(A) We configure the recording of intermediate objects. If activated, Object Miners record
results from every sub-expression’s execution. In addition, we implemented record
strategies that are applied to captured objects references:
• Strong reference: objects are captured by reference as defined in Section 3.
• Deep copy: miners snapshots of the entire state of captured objects. This allows for
the analysis of the evolution of objects’ state through multiple captures.
(B) We select information to reify at run time, which is usable in the condition and the action
of the miner. The value reification represents the captured object and is always reified.
(C) We define capture conditions. Conditions are user-defined code that can refer to reifications requested in (B). If the condition is not satisfied, the capture is canceled.
(D) A breakpoint can be configured to open a debugger after a given number of captures.
This debugger will show the mining results (i.e., the captured objects). The action is
user-defined code that is executed after the capture, if capture conditions are satisfied.
The scope of a capture is the scope of the instrumented expression. This scope includes
the local scope of the m ethod being executed and reifications provided by Object Miners (B).
Available reifications8 depend on the kind of instrumented expression (e.g., an assignment, a
message send...). For a given miner, capture conditions and actions execute within the scope
of the expression instrumented by that miner.
Other options are available in the configuration window: the size of the captured execution
stack and a history size to limit the amount of captured object.
After the miner is configured, we click on the install button, which applies the object miner
to the target expression. This configuration can be changed and reapplied dynamically.
8 Reifications

and expressions they are available can be found at https://github.com/ClotildeToullec/ObjectMiners
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Figure 6 – Miner configuration window: (A) recording configuration, (B) reification selection, (C)
condition to capture objects, (D) break after capture. The value variable reifies the captured object.

Visualizing mining results. After the first capture, the program breaks and opens a debugger
and an object miner inspector (Figure 7). It shows:
(A) The list of objects mined from the selected expression’s execution (see C). This list shows
a mining result from every execution of the instrumented expression. Here there was only
one execution of the instrumented expression, from which the number 0 was captured.
(B) The list of sub-expressions composing the selected expression. The order of this list is
the same as the execution order of the sub-expressions. Each item of this list represents
a sub-expression, for which an object has been captured. For instance, we selected in
the list the third expression. This expression is highlighted in green in (C) and the object
mined from this expression’s execution is shown in an inspector in (D).
(C) A visualization of the selected sub-expression from the list in (B). We see, highlighted in
orange, the overall expression from which the object from (A) has been mined. We see,
highlighted in green, the sub-expression selected from (B), and the mined object from
this sub-expression (D). Just below, we see the execution stack that led to this particular
execution from which the capture occured.
(D) The object mined from the sub-expression selected in (B).
(E) The replay button configures the object shown in (D) as a replay object for future
executions of the expression from which it was mined (B-C). In this example, all future
executions of the sub-expression highlighted in green (C) will return the same object (D)
instead of executing the original sub-expression. Replay can dynamically be switched on
and off, and the object configured as replay is interchangeable.
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Figure 7 – Mining results: (A) Objects mined from execution of the instrumented expression, (B) sub-

expressions of the instrumented expression, (C) instrumented expression visualization, (D) object
resulting from the execution of the selected (sub-)expression in (B), (E) sets the inspected object
as replay for the selected (sub-)expression.

4

Debugging elusive bugs with Object Miners

In this section, we present three debugging scenarios whose investigation’s ideally requires
to acquire and capture objects. In these scenarios, capturing and manipulating objects of
interest could provide important help while debugging. However, it is tedious to achieve such
capability with traditional tools. For each scenario, we illustrate how to reach, capture and
replay objects with an Object Miners debugger. We discuss how these capabilities facilitate
the debugging of the presented scenarios, and we compare them with traditional tools.
The first scenario is an example of a bug due to non-deterministic sensor readings in the
Sensor Monitoring App [MBC+ 17] presented in Section 2.1. We use the miners to capture
sub-results of an expression and replay the problematic sensor reading to eliminate nondeterminism and reproduce the bug. The second scenario is a graphical application in which
we want to apply object-centric breakpoints to specific objects. We use the miners to reach
objects of interest and apply object-centric breakpoints to them. Finally, the third scenario is an
elusive bug encountered in a real world application named Pillar [ADCD16,DPD17,CTKP18].
We use the object capture and record capabilities of the miners to track and fix the bug.

4.1

Replaying objects to eliminate non-determinism

In this example we show how we use the Object Miners debugger to solve the bug in the Sensor
Monitoring App, described in Section 2.1. We acquire and capture objects from the expression
producing the inconsistent result as well as from all its sub-expressions (Listing 1). We find
the erratic object and freeze the execution to replay that object and remove non-determinism.
We are therefore able to reproduce the bug, understand its source and fix it. The application of
Object Miners in this example is the same of the one illustrating the debugger in Section 3.4.
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This bug is elusive: its non-deterministic nature makes it hard to reproduce, as sensor
readings are unpredictable. Furthermore, when we see the symptoms of the bug we have
already lost the objects involved in the inconsistent result. The first possible source of the
bug is the low level reading of the sensor, i.e., the value returned by the basicRead method.
Therefore, our first step is to install a miner on the expression executing that method (Figure 5).
We want to capture the values used in the expression computing the inconsistent result (i.e., 0).
We then configure the miner as follows (illustrated by Figure 6):
• We record intermediate objects to capture objects returned by the execution of subexpressions.
• We select the Object reification, which represents at run-time the object executing the
method readTemperature from which we mine objects. In that case, it will be an instance
of GenericSensor, in which is defined that method.
• We define capture conditions: we know that sensor 1 should not read a temperature of 0.
We will capture results from the overall selected expression when they are equal to 0,
and if the object executing the current method is the sensor with an id equal to 1.
• We also define a breakpoint that will halt the execution after the first capture.

Figure 8 – Montage of the mining results visualization. Each screenshot shows a different selected

item in the expression stack and the sub-expression from which it was mined.

Tracking the bug. The inspection of sub-results from the overall instrumented expression’s
execution is summarized in the montage from Figure 8. It shows that the object issued from
the sensor reading (Figure 8.(1), sub-expression 3) is an instance of class SensorReading 9
(Figure 7, point (D)). This object holds different values from the physical sensor, among them
a sensor value which is the float nan. The sensor reading itself is displayed as NaN object, i.e.,
Not a Number. It means the sensor failed to perform a physical reading. This object is passed
to the computeTemperature: method, which returns the float nan (Figure 8.(2), sub-expression
4). The nan object always returns false when compared to a number10 . Therefore the result of
the max: operator between nan and 0 is always 0 (Figure 8.(3), sub-expression 5).
9 That

class name is not visible in Figure 7, we do not show the application model for the sake of readability.

10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NaN#Comparison_with_NaN
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This seems inconsistent with the code of the computeTemperature: method shown in
Listing 2 (extracted from Listing 1). This case should return an error (line 2-3) instead of
continuing the computation and returning the nan float.
1
2
3
4
5

Class GenericSensor >> computeTemperature: sensorReading
sensorReading rawValue = Float nan
ifTrue: [ ↑ SensorReadingNaNErrorValue new ].
↑ sensorReading rawValue * sensorReading maxVoltage
/ sensorReading maxAnalogValue + sensorReading analogValueDelta
Listing 2 – Method computing the temperature from a SensorReading instance

To reproduce the bug, we configured the NaN sensor reading object as a replay for the
sub-expression from which it originated (Figure 8.(1), sub-expression 3). Therefore we can reexecute the program and guarantee that the bug will be reproduced. In the Pharo debugger that
opened after the capture, we restart the execution of the readTemperature method and we start
manual stepping. When we step over the sub-expression highlighted in green (Figure 7 and
Figure 8.(1)), the erratic sensor reading is replayed. When we step into the computeTemperature:
method (Listing 2 lines 2-3), we observe that the comparison of the sensor reading’s value and
Float nan returns false. Indeed, the comparison of nan with any other object, even nan, always
returns false. The NaN sensor reading is then propagated to the rest of the computation. Every
computation involving nan also produces nan, resulting in the method return of nan.
We fix this bug by sending the isNaN message to the value recovered from the sensor
instead of comparing it with Float nan. The case is now correctly handled, and the graphical
interface now displays an error message when the sensor fails to perform a physical reading.
1
2
3

Class GenericSensor >> computeTemperature: sensorReading
sensorReading rawValue isNaN
ifTrue: [ ... ]
Listing 3 – Bugfix: we use the isNaN message to know if a number is nan

Discussion. We showed how Object Miners captures objects from an expression, and how
they replace future executions of one sub-expression by the replay of a captured object.
Freezing specific parts of the execution with captured objects ensures bug reproduction by
eliminating non-deterministic computations.
As every sub-result of the target expression is captured, we are able to see the object
returned by each sub-expression execution. This gives us access to the problematic and
non-deterministic object returned by the sensor reading. Without access to this sub-result, we
cannot know which object produces the bug. We cannot reproduce the bug just by re-executing
the code because of the non-deterministic aspect of the sensor reading. We use the replay
feature to freeze the execution of the sub-expression. This systematically returns the faulty
object instead of querying again the sensor by executing the original sub-expression. However,
this is difficult to apply in programs with many expressions which execution produces nondeterministic buggy objects. When these expressions are spread all over the code, users have
to find and instrument them all to eliminate non-determinism using the miners’ replay feature.
It is possible to find and to fix the bug with conditional execution traces. However, Object
Miners are, in effect, equivalent to in-memory logging. Compared to traditional logging, the
miners provide facilities to express which part of the execution to record and to explore the
traces, i.e., the recorded objects, as well as to replay the objects for bug reproduction. In
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addition, instrumentation applied by the miners does not require to insert logging instructions
in the original source code.
Conditional breakpoints are impractical to use in this case. First, we do not know which
condition to express until we find the non-deterministic object. Once we know this object,
we cannot easily use, e.g., conditional breakpoints or unit tests to reproduce the bug. Our
example is simple, yet the problematic object already has five instance variables. We do not
know which of these instance variables is responsible for the bug. Therefore, we have to build
up a condition (for breakpoints) or initialization code (for tests) which match the exact state of
the problematic object. This is impractical and does not scale for real-world, complex objects
with a large state that can have an impact on bug reproduction.

4.2

Applying object-centric breakpoints

In this example, we show how Object Miners acts as a support for object-centric debugging.
We use miners to capture very specific graphical objects among thousand of them. We use a
post-capture action to install an object-centric breakpoint on those objects. This provides us
with a systematic and automatic means of acquiring objects to debug.

Figure 9 – The Atom Example App: the atom objects sometimes go offscreen instead of bouncing on

the edges of the window.

The Atom Example App (Figure 9) is a demonstration application that we modified from
the Pharo graphical framework Bloc11 . It displays atoms in a window, of different shapes,
sizes, colors and speeds. Atoms are instances of different classes: SquareAtom, CircleAtom,
EllipseAtom. They move within the window, and bounce when they hit the edges of the window.
Every atom may also teleport itself a few pixels ahead in the same direction it is moving. This
happens only randomly, with a very low probability.
The bouncing bug. We introduced a bug that makes atoms randomly go off-screen instead
of bouncing. This bug causes side-effects in the state of the atoms when they teleport. The
faulty state prevents those atoms from bouncing correctly and they go off-screen. The correct
state is only restored if an off-screen atom teleports again. In that case, they bounce normally
once they come back in the visible part of the screen.
Tracking the bouncing bug. Debugging this problem is hard because it happens randomly,
and it is not possible to anticipate which atom will be affected. The bouncing behavior is
11 https://github.com/pharo-graphics/Bloc
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called within the step method (Listing 4) which is itself called in a refresh loop. It iterates
over the atom collection (atomsDo:), and the #bounceIn: message is sent to each atom. The
bounceIn: method returns true if the atom bounced, and false otherwise. The teleport behavior
is also called within the bounceIn: method. When an atom teleports, it forces the bounceIn:
method to return false without actually bouncing.
We could use a conditional breakpoint in bounceIn: to halt when an atom does not bounce
when it should. The problem is that each atom class implements its own bounceIn: method.
Each of these methods has different return sites from which the atom is set to bounce or
not. Using breakpoints is tedious as we do not know in advance which atom is going to fail
bouncing. We would have to put breakpoints at each return site of every bounceIn: method of
the atom class hierarchy.
1
2

step
self atomsDo: [ :atom | atom bounceIn: bouncingRectangle ]
Listing 4 – The bouncing behavior is called at every refresh step

The haltOnCall: breakpoint [RBN12] is a powerful tool in this context. This breakpoint
halts the execution when a particular method is called on a target object. All other objects
are unaffected by this breakpoint. Therefore, we propose the installation of a haltOnCall:12
breakpoint on the bounceIn: method of every atom failing to bounce. Next time an atom
outside the window’s edges calls that method, the execution will break. However, we need a
systematic and automatic way of obtaining the failing atoms to which the breakpoint applies.
In the class browser, we look for the step method (Listing 4) and we select the #bounceIn:
message send in the code. We install a miner on that expression through the contextual menu,
and we configure the miner as follows:
• We activate the recording of intermediate objects, to capture objects returned by the
execution of all sub-expressions.
• We ask for reifications of the execution context: the receiver of the message send (the
atom) and the arguments of the message send (the bouncing rectangle).
• We set capture conditions. We capture only if:
– the boolean returned by bounceIn: is false (i.e., the atom did not bounce)
– the atom (receiver) is outside of the bouncing rectangle (the argument)
• Capture action: we send the message haltOnCall: to the receiver of the message, i.e., the
captured atom. The code of this action is the following: receiver haltOnCall: #bounceIn:.
The next atoms which do not bounce and are outside the bouncing rectangle are captured.
The object-centric breakpoint is automatically installed on those objects. The execution halts
the next time one of those atoms fails to bounce. From there, it is easy to see that this atom
has an erratic state and developers can focus the debugging investigation on this faulty object.
Discussion. Object Miners provides a systematic and automatic means of acquiring objects
and their execution context. In this example we capture a returned value (the bouncing boolean)
and if a condition is satisfied we apply a breakpoint on a contextual element, i.e., the receiver of
the message send (the atom). This facilitates the application and automation of object-centric
breakpoints. In contrast, object-centric breakpoints [RBN12] originally rely only on manual
12 We

use a modern Pharo 7 implementation of this breakpoint.
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selection of objects through a halted program. This is impractical in loops where the program
may halt many times until an object of interest is reached.
An alternative is the use of conditional breakpoints: the program breaks when the conditions to find a buggy object are satisfied. The object-centric breakpoint is then manually
applied to that buggy object. This is limited to debugging environments supporting breakpoint
installation at the (sub-)expression level. Breakpoints with broader granularity (e.g., line breakpoints) cannot halt the program just after a particular sub-expression has been executed and
has returned an object of interest. In contrast, Object Miners supports conditional capturing of
objects resulting from specific sub-expressions. If needed, developers may rewrite capture
conditions and debugging actions dynamically without modifying the program’s source code.
Another possibility is to manually rewrite the source code. Such rewriting implies insertion
of temporary variables to store every sub-expression’s return value. Then, code instrumentation
using these temporary variables is inserted in the source code to determine if an object is of
interest, and the developer can apply an object-centric breakpoint accordingly.
Conditional breakpoints and source code rewriting are tedious to implement when there
are multiple sites of interest in the source code. This is the case for the bounceIn: methods,
implemented in different atom classes, and in which there are more than one return instruction.

4.3

A real-world example: the Pillar bug

In the following, we relate how we solved a real bug in an open source tool by analyzing the
history of captured objects and their associated captured execution stacks. The bug we present
here was solved using an early prototype of the Object Miners debugger [CTKP18].
disabledPhases -> nil
properties ->
Original
disabledPhases:
Conﬁguration
#('sections' 'justKeepHeaders')
return property

parent
disabledPhases -> nil
Sub
Conﬁguration properties -> nil

property not
found: lookup in
parent

doesNotUnderstand:
start property lookup
messageSend
disabledPhases

Figure 10 – Lookup of a disabledPhases property in a configuration.

4.3.1

The Pillar bug

Pillar [ADCD16] is a mark-up type document generator implemented in Pharo. The tool uses
configuration objects composed of sub-configurations (Figure 10). They have properties which
are stored in a dictionary and accessed by name through unimplemented accessors. When
an unimplemented accessor message is received by a configuration, the lookup fails and an
instrumentation performs an alternative lookup. That lookup checks the property dictionary
of the configuration object. If the property is not found, the property lookup continues in the
parent configuration until it finds the property or returns nil.
The Pillar bug13 appears after a refactoring aiming at removing the alternative lookup by
implementing accessors in the configuration class. For each property, an instance variable was
13 https://github.com/guillep/pillar-bug
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introduced and its accessors were implemented. These properties were correctly initialized
using their accessors. When a property was requested, configurations returned the value of
their corresponding instance variable instead of performing an alternative lookup.
However, the refactoring of a property named disabledPhases produced a bug in a unit test.
The refactoring produced an unexpected side effect, illustrated in Figure 11. Developers forgot
to copy the value of the instance variable holding the property value from the parent to the child
configuration. Before refactoring, this would not be a problem as properties were automatically
looked up in parent configurations. However, after refactoring, sub-configurations directly
returned the value of their uninitialized disabledPhases instance variable.
disabledPhases ->
Original
#('sections' 'justKeepHeaders')
Conﬁguration properties -> nil
parent
disabledPhases -> #( )
Sub
Conﬁguration properties -> nil

return #( )

message
understood
messageSend
disabledPhases

Figure 11 – Regression in the property access after refactoring: accessing the disabledPhases property
in a sub-configuration returns the unitialized disabledPhases state.

This bug completely eluded developers. Symptoms in the failing test seemed completely
unrelated to the refactoring. There was a gap between the setting of configurations’ properties
and the resulting compiled Pillar document that was subject to assertions in the unit test.
Observing configurations through breakpoints always showed state that seemed correctly
initialized. Exploring the stack from the exception showed absolutely no clue about what the
problem was or how it was related to the modification. Prior to our investigation, this bug
remained unsolved [CTKP18].
4.3.2

Tracking the bug with the Object Miners debugger

We were looking for the reason why removing the property lookup for the disabledPhases
property by introducing a variable and its accessors produced an error when executing one of
the unit tests.
Observing the erratic property value. We first wanted to see if there was a difference in
the property value before (accessors are not implemented) and after refactoring (accessors
are implemented). We installed a miner on the single existing message send accessing the
disabledPhases property in the source code to capture objects returned by the execution of that
message send (Figure 12).

Figure 12 – Installation of a miner on the disabledPhases message send.
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Before introducing the disabledPhases instance variable, we executed all tests and the
miner captured objects from the execution of instrumented expression. All captured objects
were an array containing the same two symbols, and all tests were successful.
After introducing the instance variable, we executed the tests again and one of them failed.
This time, the miner captured exactly the same objects except for one, which was an empty
array. This was the only difference with the successful execution.
We also installed a miner on the disabledPhases instance variable to capture objects read
and written in that variable. The capture history showed the variable was written only once
and that the stored object was the correct array. However, the variable was read many times
but one of the captured objects from a reading was the empty array. This meant at least one
configuration has an uninitialized property value.
Finding the problematic configuration. We reconfigured the miner so that each time the
faulty property was read or written in a configuration, that configuration was captured along
with the property value. We also extended our debugger to perform deep copies of captured
objects. The objective was to see there was any configuration captured more that once and if
the property of that configuration was changed during the execution and put in an erratic state.
However, we found that all captured configurations were different objects, and they were all
captured only once when their property was read or written. This meant that configurations
with a faulty state were not modified, and that they were wrong from the start.
Capturing configurations at instantiation time. We decided to capture every configuration
at the time they were created to observe their initial state. We put a miner on the self variable
in the initialize method of the configuration class, as this method is called each time a new
instance is created. We configured this new miner to reify the execution stack at capture time,
to observe the calling code. After another failing test execution, we observed that only one
configuration had the correct disabledPhases array. All others had an incorrect empty array.
Analyze of the captured stacks. By analyzing the captured execution stacks (Figure 13)
we found that correct and faulty configurations were not created from the same execution
paths. In fact, the faulty configurations were sub-configurations all instantiated deep within the
Pillar mechanics. When a sub-configuration was created before the refactoring, the properties
dictionary was copied down from its parent configuration. However, the refactoring moved
the disabledPhases property into an instance variable. This was our bug: after refactoring, the
property value was not copied from the parent configuration into the sub-configuration’s instance variable. To fix it, we inserted code to properly copy properties into sub-configurations.

Figure 13 – Captured execution stack leading to the source of the Pillar bug. The property dictionary is

copied in the sub-configuration but not the instance variable holding the correct property value.
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Discussion

Object Miners provided helpful information and support to understand the Pillar bug:
• Through the history of captured objects from an expression’s execution, we observed a
broken invariant state between a healthy execution and a faulty execution.
• Mining objects from the faulty instance variable write accesses showed that it was never
set to the problematic value, thus eliminating a possible bug source.
• Exploiting the capture history, the comparison of configurations returning correct values
and faulty values showed that they were different instances.
• By mining configurations instantiations and capturing execution stacks, we found that
problematic and correct configurations were not created from the same execution paths.
• Analysis of the captured stacks allowed us to find the problem that led to the faulty state.
In this scenario, we had to analyze and compare captured objects and execution stacks.
To facilitate the analysis of captured objects, we implemented an ad-hoc comparison tool in
the debugger. This tool performed deep copies of captured objects and checked if they their
state changed between captures. It also compared the different captured objects between them
to see if one of them was significantly different than others objects captured from the same
expression. One interesting future work would be to explore means of automatically analyzing
captured executions to help finding debugging points of interest.

5

Implementation

We implemented Object Miners14 in Pharo [BDN+ 09] using the Reflectivity framework [Den08,
CAD20]. We use Reflectivity’s metalinks as a support to implement mining and replay points.
Metalinks. A metalink is an annotation of a method AST. It is an object that defines a
message selector, a receiver named meta-object, and an optional list of arguments. At run
time, when the code corresponding to the annotated AST is reached, the metalink is executed.
First, the metalink reifies data from the execution context to build its argument list (if any).
Then, the message corresponding to the selector is sent to the meta-object, with the previously
computed argument list. The corresponding method is executed in the meta-object. Finally,
each metalink defines if it will execute before, instead or after the code corresponding to the
node it annotates. Reflectivity’s instrumentation are dynamically applied through run-time
bytecode rewriting, which preserves the program’s source code [CAD20].
Implementing mining and replay points with metalinks. A mining point is implemented
as a metalink installed on target AST nodes. Target nodes depend on the mining point
definition. For example, for a mining point targeting an expression, the metalink is installed
on the message node corresponding to the target expression. For a mining point targeting an
instance variable of a class, a metalink is installed on each AST variable node corresponding
to that variable (in methods defined in that class and its hierarchy).
An instance of MiningBehavior is associated to each metalink as a meta-object. A mining
behavior is a strategy implementing concrete actions to perform when a mining point is reached
during execution (conditions, object capture/replay, actions).
14 https://github.com/ClotildeToullec/ObjectMiners
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The mining behavior implements a capture: method, which message selector is given as
selector to the metalink. The argument of that method is a list of reifications provided by
(and configured in) the metalink. This list includes the object resulting from the evaluation
of the instrumented expression (whose AST node is annotated by the metalink), and any
additional reification requested by the user. The metalink’s execution is controlled differently
for capturing and replaying objects. When capturing, the metalink executes after the execution
of the expression whose node is annotated, so that it is able to capture the returned object.
When replaying, the metalink executes instead of the target expression, and returns the object
configured as replay.
Building capture histories. When captured, objects are stored as raw data associated to the
mining point from which they were captured. The raw data is an array, containing a reference
to the captured object, its source AST (i.e., the mining point) and additional optional references
to objects requested by the user (i.e., reifications). Each capture produces such an array, and in
the case of multiple captures for the same mining point those arrays are stored in capture order
(i.e., the execution order). The raw data is only analyzed on demand, e.g., to display mining
results in the Object Miners debugger. Raw data analysis consists in enumerating captured
objects to associate them with expressions and sub-expressions from which they were returned.
This provides views of the local execution context for each capture of a mining point.
Object Miners as an instrumentation API. Developers interact with instances of the
ObjectMiner class which implement the Object Miners API15 . For each target to instrument
(e.g., an instance variable, a particular (sub)expression...), developers manually configure
a miner to specify how to capture objects. Using this API, developers access the capture
history of miners, change their mining specification and set captured objects as replays. All
instantiated miners are automatically kept in a global variable so that they are always accessible
to developers until they are uninstalled.
Discussion. We implementated the base features of Object Miners in Python (using a port
of the Reflectivity library16 ) and in Java with AspectJ [Asp]. Those implementations are
partial, and differ from each other on implementation details (e.g., to work with static typing).
However it shows that the solution is applicable to mainstream and statically typed languages.
The Pharo implementation grants unanticipated object mining because of its live programming environment. Object miners are (re)configurable on the fly without restarting the program.
The same capability is achievable in other programming languages by using Dynamic Software
Update. DSU is available for many languages, including but not limited to solutions for
Java [PVH14] and Python [MDB15].
Additionally, on-the-fly (re)configuration of miners is not safe in concurrent programs,
because metalinks installation is not [CAD20]. We could rely on DSU to implement miners
installation, as DSU can safely update code in concurrent contexts [PH13, MDB15, TPF+ 18].
For now, the impact of installing miners on the fly in a concurrent program is yet unknown.

6

Performance and space evaluation

Object Miners enables the capture of objects for debugging. Capturing objects in addition to
the execution of the base program may induce a slowdown and the use of additional memory.
15 https://github.com/ClotildeToullec/ObjectMiners
16 https://github.com/StevenCostiou/reflectivipy
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We evaluated, for a specific set of expressions, the impact of Object Miners on the execution
time and on the number of objects in memory. This is not a detailed empirical evaluation of
the Object Miners impact on runtimes. The goal is rather to provide developers with a general
idea of that impact. We discuss the results of our evaluation under that perspective.

6.1

Experimental design

In the following, we describe our experimental design and how measures were performed.
6.1.1

Performance overhead evaluation

To evaluate the miners’ impact on performance, we devised a set of expressions and compared
their execution time with their Object Miners instrumented equivalent. These expressions must
represent typical entities targeted by miners: assignments (for variables and attributes), message sends (for expressions) and message sends arguments (for parameters). We implemented
three expressions to satisfy these constraints.
Expression 1 is an assignment. It stores an integer into the variable x. Simple assignments
like this are optimized by the compiler.
1
2

"Expression 1: assignment, sets the variable x to 1"
x := 1

Expression 2 contains only message sends calling primitives from the virtual machine.
Primitives execute faster than standard Pharo code.
1
2

"Expression 2: message sends, calling only primitives"
10 squared + 1

Expression 3 contains the message #compile: sent to an object17 with an argument that is
another message send. Compiling code from text is known to be slower than primitives.
1
2

"Expression 3: message sends, one with an argument. Compiling is known to be slow."
self class compile: self class sampleMethodSource

6.1.2

Number of objects overhead evaluation

Additional memory consumption happens because Object Miners captures objects and keeps
references to them. This prevents garbage collection of those objects, and leads to additional
memory usage. However, the amount of additional memory depends on the structure and the
size of the objects’ graph of captured objects. Therefore, instead of counting the space taken
by captured objects, we counted how many instances they represent. To that end, we devised
an expression that we instrumented with miners. We counted and compared the number of
instances before and after the execution of the instrumented expression. The idea was to
provide a glimpse of how many objects were kept in memory due to the usage of Object
Miners.
Our goal was to simulate the capture of objects that are not optimized in memory by the
Pharo system. For instance, expressions from Section 6.1.1 involve objects that are subject to
such optimization, e.g., integers and symbols. We designed expression 4 with a sub-expression
from which an intermediate, non-optimized object can be captured. First, a message sent to
the OMMemoryBenchmark class creates a dummy factory object. Another message sent to this
factory object instantiates and returns an instance of OMMemoryBenchmark.
17 When

messages are sent to self, self represents the receiver.
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"Expression 4: instantiates and returns a memory benchmark object through message sends"
OMMemoryBenchmark newDummyFactory newOMMemoryBenchmark

6.1.3

Instrumentation scenarios

We devised three scenarios that cover the extreme possible feature combinations of Object
Miners. For each scenario, a miner is configured with the scenario’s features, and installed18
on each of the reference expressions. In the Simple Instrumentation scenario, we instrumented
the reference expression to capture only objects returned from the execution of the overall
expression. In the Full instrumentation scenario, we used all the available features of the
miners. We executed a capture condition, captured intermediate results (i.e., objects returned
from sub-expressions), reified contextual data, and executed a user-defined action just after the
capture. The condition and action only triggered the condition and action mechanisms, but did
not execute real user code. Finally, the Replay scenario replayed a predefined object instead of
executing the whole instrumented expression.
6.1.4

Measurement method

To measure performance overhead, we used the Pharo system method benchFor:. This method
runs as many iterations as possible of the same piece of code in a given period of time. It then
computes the average duration of one iteration of the benchmarked code. We used this average
duration of one iteration as a comparative criterion. We arbitrarily chose to run this benchmark
method using 10 seconds period. We performed this benchmark a first time for expressions 1,
2 and 3 without instrumentation. Then, for each scenario, we instrumented these expressions
and we performed the benchmark again.
To measure the additional number of instances, we counted instances before and after
the execution of expression 4. The expression was run in a loop for an arbitrary duration of
10 seconds. After the 10 seconds run and before counting, we performed a global garbage
collection to avoid counting unreferenced objects. This experiment was repeated for each
scenario. Counted instances were objects and intermediate objects captured from the execution
of expression 4, and objects of the miners’ model classes that were instantiated at each capture.
Each measurement was performed 30 times. We present the mean of those measures with
a margin of error for a 95% confidence interval. For the performance evaluation (Table 1), we
present the average execution time of each scenario’s expression. For the instances counting
(Table 2), we present the overhead due to the capture of instances by the miners.
Experiments were performed on a MacBook Pro/Catalina, 2,3 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core
i5, 16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3. The experimental setup and the raw data are available online19 .

6.2

Impact of Object Miners on execution times

Hereafter, we analyze the execution times from Table 1 and we discuss threats to validity.
Simple and full miner instrumentation. When capturing from assignments and primitives,
instrumented expressions executed from 93 times (expression 2, simple instrumentation) to
more than 600 times (expression 1, full instrumentation) slower than a non-instrumented
expression. This is due to the fact that assignments and primitives execute very fast compared
to the Object Miners’ mechanics. Although the simple instrumentation was 3 to 4 times faster
than the full instrumentation, using miners to capture objects from assignments and primitives
18 The code of miner’s installation is available online https://github.com/ClotildeToullec/ObjectMinersBenchmarks
19 https://kloum.io/costiou/miners/evaluation
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Table 1 – Average time to run one execution of each scenario’s expression (in nanoseconds).

Scenario ↓ Expression →
No instrumentation
Simple Instrumentation
Full Instrumentation
Replay

1) assignment
6.17±00.19
1025.00±17.73
4043.17±36.69
8±0.26

2) primitives
11.07 ±00.09
1029.00±16.28
3233.00±15.25
13±0.36

3) message sends
3267298± 87687
3143172±103763
3117820± 27265
14±0.26

was expensive. This is something developers must keep in mind when instrumenting, if
performance is a strong constraint. Such slowdown may change the behavior of the program
which theoretically affects non-determinism. In that way, this implementation of Object
Miners is intrusive. However, this was not a limitation in the debugging scenarios we evaluated
in Section 4.
Message sends that executed non-optimized and non-primitive code gave different results.
The average execution speed of these scenarios was not significantly different than the noninstrumented version of the code. Non-instrumented code was much slower than the capture
mechanism code of the miners. Consequently, the overhead is difficult to notice.
Replay scenario. Replaying objects executed as fast as an assignment or a primitive. Basically, the replay replaced the execution of an instrumented expression by a message send to a
meta-object that just returned the object to replay. Object Miners’ replay feature did not seem
to slow down instrumented expressions.
Threats to validity. The precision of this analysis is limited. It does not rely on statistical
models to compare results between our scenarios with the reference executions. The goal was
only to show a glimpse of what impact Object Miners might have on instrumented programs.
We chose to run the benchmarked code for 10 seconds, then we computed the average
execution time to run one time that code. This choice of duration was arbitrary, and results
might not be applicable to programs with longer execution times. However, it highlights the
possible overhead for executions with such lifespan (e.g., unit tests).
The scenarios we investigated were also restricted to extreme cases, where we instrumented
optimized code and code we knew to be slow. In a real program, interesting expressions might
be a combination of those scenarios. There are also many possible Object Miners feature
combination that may have different effects on performance. Finally, when instrumenting real
programs we cannot know how much time an instrumented expression will be executed. The
more an instrumented expression is executed, the more Object Miners will add overhead. This
evaluation does not demonstrate the performance impact of the miners in general. It shows a
worst-case evaluation for optimized code and an average case for slow code such as compiling.
The Pharo implementation of Object Miners was not designed to achieve high performance. It is based on meta-programming using AST manipulation. Recent work proposes
approaches [MSD15] and debugging frameworks [VDVSH+ 18] for fast meta-programming at
the AST level. Using these work we could keep the same AST representation for the capture
and replay of objects while achieving better performance.

6.3 Impact of Object Miners on the number of instances in instrumented programs
Hereafter, we analyze the number of instances overhead from Table 2 and we discuss threats
to validity.
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Table 2 – Average number of instances overhead when capturing objects from expression 4 in 10

seconds runs (counted instances after / counted instances before).

Scenario
Reference
Simple Instrumentation
Full Instrumentation
Replay

Instances overhead
×0.998±3.3×10−6
×69±2.1
×73±1.4
×0.999±1.3×10−5

Number of instances overhead evaluation. Replaying objects did not produce any instance
overhead. The number of instances was similar to the reference non-instrumented scenario.
In comparison, the other scenarios produced a lot of instances that were kept in memory.
The simple instrumentation scenario produced 69 more instances and the full instrumentation
scenario 73 times more instances than the reference scenario. This overhead is a concern
because it will impact the memory usage of instrumented programs. Each additional instance
that is kept by the miners will induce an additional use of memory. This was however a
worst-case scenario, in which a different object was captured for each execution. It is possible
in practice that the same object is captured multiple times. Object Miners may then hold
multiple references to the same, unique object. Despite that, the total number of instances
might continue to grow during the execution, until the memory is completely full. Two options
allow developers to temper this problem. Using the miners API, developers can set up a
breakpoint after a given number of captures, to stop the execution before too many objects
are captured. The total number of captures can also be limited with a hard limit as in similar
solutions [SB18]. To further reduce memory consumption, our implementation could be
improved to eliminate equivalent and redundant objects [ISB13].
The full instrumentation scenario produced a bit more overhead than the simple instrumentation scenario. We could expect a larger gap, because in the full scenario we also capture
intermediate objects. We think of two hypothesis to explain that. First, executing the full
instrumentation was possibly much slower than the simple instrumentation.This means that
the simple scenario’s expression was executed more times in the benchmark time frame (10
seconds) and that more objects were captured. The other possibility is that the number of
captured objects was negligible compared to the instances from the Object Miners’ model
classes. Those instances were created and used to store captured objects in a structured way.
A deeper evaluation is necessary to obtain more precision about this point. This would be
valuable information to design optimization for future Object Miners’ implementations.
Threats to validity. When counting captured instances, we did not consider their object
graph. It is possible that each capture object had a unique object graph, composed of many
instances that should add up to the total number of objects that the Object Miners prevented to
be garbage collected. It is also possible we missed objects in our counting, and that Object
Miners actually produced more overhead for our scenarios. We also lack precision in the
counting, as we did not measure separately objects meant to be captured and objects created
by the miners mechanics. Those latter objects could be reduced through the optimization of
the Object Miners’ implementation. Similarly to the performance overhead evaluation, we
chose to run our benchmarks on an arbitrary duration of 10 seconds. From these results we
cannot predict exactly how the number of instances will grow in longer executions, even if the
worst-case hypothesis is that it will ultimately fill the entire memory.
Nevertheless, and to mitigate this lack of precision, we believe that the important point is
that for a small execution (10 seconds) and for the most extreme capture scenarios, the number
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of instances overhead was considerable. This might have a serious impact on an instrumented
program depending on the size in memory of the captured instances. This must be a concern
while instrumenting programs with Object Miners.

7

Related work

To the best of our knowledge we are not aware of existing solutions combining object tracking,
recording and object replay for object-centric debugging. In this section, we study research
and technical work which present similar features to those we presented this paper.
Capturing objects with traditional tools. Using conditional breakpoints we halt programs
at strategic and specific points of their execution. From there it is possible to manually capture
objects from the execution context, but there is no support beyond that in traditional debuggers.
The Visual Studio debugger provides either the memory address of an object or a unique
identifier for that object20 . It is then possible to track this object and to reference it in other
debugging operations (logging, conditional breakpoints). Most debuggers provide a watch
window through which we are able to pin objects and to follow them (such as in the Visual
Studio debugger21 ). Referencing an object (by memory address, identifiers or by pinning it)
always requires to first halt the execution and manually reference the object. Moreover this
does not prevent garbage collection; and in such a case, track of the object is lost.
However some objects are not easily accessible by hand from a debugger. Accessing
sub-results of an expression requires halting the program then stepping over sub-expressions
and manually access the last object put on the stack. This is tedious and error prone, and
requires stepping over expressions whereas debuggers often support only a line granularity.
Manual capture from a list of objects. One technique consists of selecting objects by
hand to capture them. This technique is used by frameworks for object-centric behavioral
variations or by live programming environments. Chisel [KC03] provides an object store
which references objects of interest by name. Objects of interest must be named by hand
and this requires profiling of the application to identify those objects. LyRT [Tai17] provides
a lookup table to access objects living in the system. Lively Groups [FLHT15] provides a
graphical environment and a scene-graph from which objects are selected.
These solutions are limited when addressing the use-cases of Section 2.3. Objects with
short lifespans (temporary objects) and objects which cannot be referenced (anonymous
objects) are impossible to capture with this technique. Moreover, it does not scale when we
need to capture a large number of objects.
Querying objects. Query-based solutions automatically search the object space to update
collections of objects. In Lively Groups [FLHT15] developers query objects by defining and
executing code snippets. The Bugloo [CS03] debugger provides a heap inspector accessible
from a halted execution. Developers halt the execution then access the object graph through
regular expression queries over the heap. Similarly, Fox [PNB04] is a language to query over
heap snapshots from a running program. With query-based languages tools [WPN06,LFL+ 16]
or debuggers [LHS97, LHS99] developers define queries to find particular objects based on
their state.
Expressing queries when problematic states are elusive or unknown is difficult. In the
difficult cases of objects tracking (Section 2.3) queries cannot obtain the different intermediate
20 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/visualstudio/debugger/using-breakpoints,

accessed 07/09/19.
accessed 07/09/19.

21 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/visualstudio/debugger/watch-and-quickwatch-windows,
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objects from the execution of sub-expressions composing a larger expression. Moreover these
solutions provide dedicated query languages and tools which developers have to learn. In
contrast, the API of Object Miners is written and used with the host language. There is no
need to learn a new language, but developers still have to learn the miners API and debugger.
Following and recording objects. In a way, the Object Miners solution is a limited subset
of the features provided by back-in-time or omniscient debuggers [Lew03]. These debuggers
record the result of every execution in the running program, including state, objects, contexts
and stacks. It gives the developer the ability to go backwards in time and explore how the state
of a program evolved. It is a powerful technique to investigate elusive bugs and to understand
their root cause. A few back-in-time debuggers focus on tracking and recording objects and
present similarities with our work.
Object and flow-centric back-in-time debugging [LDGN06, LGN08, LFN09] tracks the
origin and the flow of objects in a program’s execution. This work focuses on providing
answers about how an object arrived in a particular place and the history of its state and interactions. However, this debugger requires a dedicated virtual machine. In similar work [UP17]
developers capture the execution of a program by creating run-time snapshots of domain
model objects specified by the user. Snapshots record the evolution of these objects’ state
throughout the program execution. We see how tracked objects interacted with each other
during an execution. However, we do not see if these objects were returned from a particular
expression or its sub-expressions. In addition, most back-in-time debuggers record execution
for post-mortem analysis. In contrast Object Miners enables unanticipated object capture and
provides a means to interrupt execution for on-the-fly analysis.
Other tools provide live capture capabilities accessible from the development environment
or from the debugger. Hermion [Röt10] dynamically captures information from the IDE during
development. For instance, it captures and shows in the IDE what kind of objects are stored in
variables of a program during execution. BITE [SB18] and RedShell [SB17, Sch17] integrate
in the debugger a history of the last executed expressions of the current execution context.
This history shows sub-results of each executed expression in the local context.
Replaying objects. Replaying executions from recorded data originally comes from record
and replay debuggers [RDB99]. A few record/replay debuggers provide scoped replay features
similar to the one of Object Miners. BigDebug [GIY+ 16] provides simulated breakpoints
in big-data applications from which developers locally reproduce the results of a distant
execution. DrDebug [WPP+ 14] records a user-specified part of the execution and only replays
this part of the code during debugging. BITE [SB18] recreates a local context in the debugger
by replacing the local execution results with recorded traces.
In comparison, the replay feature of Object Miners focuses on one (or more) target
expression. When replay is active, the execution of that expression is skipped and a captured
object is returned instead. We use it as a means to control execution either to reproduce a bug
or to freeze the execution for further investigation.

8

Conclusion

Elusive bugs are particularly hard to observe and to reproduce. Object-centric debugging put
the focus of debugging operations on specific objects of interest. This helps in narrowing down
the scope of the debugging activity to track elusive bugs. However, existing object-centric
solutions only provide limited ways to obtain objects for debugging. Furthermore, some
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objects are difficult to acquire for debugging, such as temporary or non-aliased objects, and
sub-results of complex expressions.
In this paper we presented Object Miners, a complementary approach to object-centric
debugging technique for acquiring, capturing and replaying objects without modifying the
source code of the program. Miners are objects which instrument user-selected expressions
of a program to capture the objects returned by the execution of these expressions and subexpressions. Captured objects are replay-able for a particular (sub-)expression. This freezes
part of the execution by systematically returning the captured object, thus eliminating nondeterminism. Object Miners provides an automatic and systematic way to obtain objects for
object-centric debugging.
We presented a Pharo implementation of Object Miners with a debugger. We demonstrated
the feasibility and the usefulness of the solution on a series of examples, which illustrate how
the Object Miners facilitate debugging in these specific cases. We performed an experiment to
glimpse the impact of instrumenting programs with Object Miners. When instrumenting optimized code, the execution becomes significantly slower. When instrumenting non-optimized,
slow code, there is no perceivable impact on the execution time. Object Miners has a significant
impact on the number of instances in a running, instrumented program. Developers must keep
that in mind when using Object Miners. This was not a limitation for the scenarios presented
in this paper, as Object Miners are configurable to avoid such drawback.
In the future, we will generalize the solution to dynamically and statically typed languages
as well as multi-threaded programs. We will explore how to automate tools to help developers
finding objects of interest. We plan to conduct controlled experiments and experiment the
solution on more real-world bugs. We will investigate performance and memory issues to
obtain and evaluate efficient implementations of the miners.
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